
Create Fresh and Modern Architectural Features with Levanté® Distinctive and Luxurious Wood Grain 
Finished Aluminum Architectural Components 
 
Levanté® Aluminum Architectural Components 
(www.levantealuminum.com), now offered by 
Hallmark Building Supplies, Inc., is a unique aluminum 
architectural component system. Levanté® offers a 
luxurious and rich wood grain look, designed for 
interior and exterior commercial and residential 
applications. The only limit is your imagination! 
 
Levanté®, LLC proudly provides solutions for eco-
friendly, attractive, durable, and low maintenance 
façades, decks, privacy fencing and many other 
indoor/outdoor living applications. Whether used 
horizontally, vertically, or on an angle, the possibilities 
are endless. 
 
Levanté® was recently launched to meet the demand 
of high-quality wood grain aluminum finishes. A 
lightweight, easy-to-use and install component system, Levanté® requires no special fasteners. The 
components are versatile and engineered to work together requiring only basic hand tools, saving installation 
time and labor.  
 
Levanté® Aluminum Architectural Components are versatile pieces that can be combined to create one-of-a-
kind environments. No matter what the application, Levanté® offers finishes that are low maintenance and will 
elevate any residential or commercial project. Each color provides a unique authentic wood grain aesthetic. 
Available in three colors: Toasted Marshmallow, Moonlight Kiss, and Twilight Sun. The lush wood-grain hues of 
Levanté® live on with no need to ever refinish with paint or stain.  
 
We live in a colorful world. It’s the first thing people notice in their environment. Using a sublimation process, 
Levanté® is finished with Decoral® powder coating. Decoral® is the global leader in decorative powder coating 
and the only one to combine chemistry, materials, and equipment in a single source. Levanté® gives you the 
strength of metal combined with the aesthetic of a wood grain finish creating a durable surface that is 
resistant to Mother-Nature’s harsh elements.  
 
Performance meets good looks. Levanté® is Class 1 fire rated, fire retardant, and non-combustible. Industry 
standards for wind load, fire, and color have all been met. Visit https://www.levantealuminum.com/technical-
documents/ for a full list of ASTM tests performed along with their results.  
 
A 15-year finish and material warranty give you peace of mind with Levanté®. Its’ tough surface has been used 
in climates from Florida to Minnesota and beyond. It’s non-porous, so moisture absorption is non-existent. 
And because it’s aluminum, it can handle the extremes of heat and cold, with minimal expansion and 
contraction.  
 
Levanté®, LLC is a wholly owned subsidiary of Hallmark Building Supplies, Inc. and is headquartered in the 
U.S.A. Hallmark, established in 1974, is 100% employee owned and is a marketer and distributor for quality 
branded products. 
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Headquartered out of Waukesha, WI, Hallmark Building Supplies, Inc. is the distributor for Levanté® Aluminum 
Architectural Components. Hallmark has warehouse locations in Minneapolis, Denver, Phoenix, Dallas, St. 
Louis, and Waukesha and has been a long-standing distributor of Corian® Solid Surface, Corian® Quartz, and 
DuPont™ Tyvek®. For more information on Levanté® Aluminum Architectural Components or Hallmark, please 
visit www.hllmark.com or call 800-642-2246. 
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